Encoding and retrieval of emotionally arousing stimuli depend on the activation of multiple interconnected brain regions, with people showing differences in their individual strength of emotional perception and recollection. Understanding the association between these brain regions and the behavioral outcome might therefore have important clinical implications as dysfunctional emotional memory processes are characteristic of many psychiatric disorders. Based on behavioral and fMRI data collected from healthy young adults (N ¼ 1'385), we investigated brain activation patterns, arousal ratings and memory performance during encoding and retrieval of negative and neutral pictures. We performed multi-voxel pattern analysis (MVPA) and voxel-wise association analyses. Subjects' individual strength of perceived arousal at encoding and subjects' memory performance at recognition could be predicted from the fMRI data of the respective tasks by using a topographically identical network of brain regions. This network was mainly left lateralized including dense clusters of voxels in the occipital and parietal lobe and including the amygdala. Voxel-wise association analyses confirmed the close link between the brain activation of both tasks and their relation to the respective behavioral outcome. These results point to the importance of the here identified brain network for emotional memory processes in health and, possibly, disease.
Introduction
Experiencing an emotional event typically results in an enhanced subsequent memory of the details of this event (de Quervain et al., 2007; McGaugh, 2003 McGaugh, , 2013 Sharot and Phelps, 2004) . Even though multiple factors contribute to this enhancing effect, it is especially the arousing character of a situation that determines whether it will be remembered later on (Mather and Sutherland, 2011; McGaugh, 2004; Mirandola and Toffalini, 2016; Phelps and Sharot, 2008) . Over the last decades, neuroimaging research has identified a range of interconnected brain regions that play a key role in the successful encoding and retrieval of emotionally arousing stimuli, with the amygdala, hippocampus and prefrontal cortex being among the most prominent ones (Buchanan, 2007; Fastenrath et al., 2014; LaBar and Cabeza, 2006; Phelps, 2004; Smith et al., 2006) .
Dysfunctional emotional memory processes are characteristic of psychiatric disorders like depression and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) (Burt et al., 1995; Castaneda et al., 2008; Johnsen and Asbjørn-sen, 2008) . Especially in PTSD, both, the perception and the recollection of emotionally arousing material are substantially disturbed (Weber, 2008) . Therefore, understanding the neuronal mechanisms related to perceived arousal and subsequent memory has important clinical implications. As it has been reported that the perception and retrieval of emotional material involves similar brain regions (Fenker et al., 2005; Nyberg et al., 2000; Smith et al., 2004; Wheeler et al., 2000) , we were specifically interested in understanding the activation pattern of these regions and their relation to the inter-individual differences in behavior while encoding and retrieving negative emotional stimuli.
We analyzed whole-brain fMRI data from an emotional pictureencoding task and a subsequent emotional picture-recognition task, measured in a homogeneous sample of healthy young adults (N ¼ 1'385). Using fMRI and behavioral data from both tasks in a multivoxel pattern analysis, we investigated if the subjects' individual strength of perception and recollection can be predicted from their brain activation. In a second, voxel-wise approach, we compared between both tasks the similarity of brain activations that were associated with the respective behavior.
Methods and materials

Study design
We used data from a large-scale, single-center fMRI study conducted at the University Hospital of Basel, Switzerland, between 2008 and . The study has been described before (Egli et al., 2018; Heck et al., 2017; Spalek et al., 2015) and consisted of healthy young adults recruited from the city of Basel and the surrounding areas. Data from N ¼ 1'525 subjects was available (data lock April 2015). We excluded subjects with corrupted or incomplete fMRI or behavioral data (see section 2.5), resulting in a final sample size of N ¼ 1'385 subjects (854 females, mean age 22.38, range 18-35 years). All participants received general information about the study beforehand and gave their written informed consent for participation upon arrival at the day of the experiment. Subjects had no history of neurological or psychiatric illness, and did not take any medication (except oral contraception) at the time of the experiment. Procedures were approved by the ethics committee of the Cantons of Basel-Stadt and Basel-Landschaft.
Experimental procedure and task descriptions
The experimental procedure and the tasks have already been reported elsewhere (Heck et al., 2017; Spalek et al., 2015 ) and more-detailed task descriptions can be found in the supplementary material in Appendix A. In short, after receiving general information about the study and giving their informed consent, participants were first instructed and trained on a picture-encoding task as well as on a letter n-back task, outside of the MR scanner.
After the training, participants were positioned in the scanner. All subjects received earplugs and headphones during MR scans. Participants were instructed not to move during the scans, small foam pads were used for head fixation. Task stimuli were presented inside the scanner via MRcompatible LCD goggles (VisualSystem, NordicNeuroLab, Bergen, Norway). Vision correction was done when necessary.
First, participants performed the picture-encoding task for 20 min. This task required watching 96 pictures (24 negative, neutral, positive or scrambled pictures). After each picture presentation, participants rated the picture according to emotional valence (negative, neutral, positive) and perceived arousal (low, middle, high) or, for scrambled pictures, form (vertical, symmetric, horizontal) and size (small, medium, large) of a geometrical object in the foreground. The picture-encoding task was immediately followed by the n-back task, lasting 10 min. The n-back task served as a distraction task between encoding and memory testing (for a more detailed description of the n-back task, see (Egli et al., 2018; Heck et al., 2014) ).
Upon finishing the tasks, participants performed an unannounced free recall task outside of the scanner, which required writing down a short description of the previously seen pictures (no time restriction applied). Approximately 80 min after presentation of the last picture during encoding, participants were trained on the picture-recognition task and re-positioned in the scanner. The picture-recognition task consisted of two sets of pictures that were either previously shown (i.e., presented during the picture-encoding task) or new (i.e., not presented before, 24 pictures of each valence category, no scrambled pictures). After each picture presentation, participants subjectively rated the picture as remembered, familiar, or new. The recognition task lasted for 20 min, followed by another 20 min of structural MRI (T1) and DTI acquisition. The total length of the experimental procedure ranged from 3 to 4.5 h per subject. Participants were reimbursed with 25 CHF/h.
Statistical analyses of behavioral data
For each subject and valence category, the arousal ratings of the N ¼ 24 pictures were averaged (mean score per category). For recognition memory performance, we calculated the sum of the correctly remembered pictures (sum score per category). Data of a subject was excluded if more than 15% of all pictures had an invalid or missing rating (arousal ratings: N ¼ 2, memory performance: N ¼ 9). For memory performance, we additionally excluded a subject's data if less than 16 out of 24 (2/3) valid ratings were available in a single category (N ¼ 4). For the main analyses, we calculated the difference in arousal ratings or memory performance by subtracting the respective mean or sum score of the neutral pictures from that of the negative pictures. One-sample t-tests were used to compare arousal ratings or memory performances between the negative and neutral picture categories. We checked for possible sex and age effects by calculating linear regression models with the difference scores of the behavioral data as dependent variable and sex and age as independent variables.
We tested for an association between the difference in arousal ratings and the difference in memory performance by using Pearson's correlation after regressing out the effects of sex, age and room in which the unannounced free-recall of the pictures took place. Statistical test for significance was done with t-tests. We report nominal p-values for the behavioral analyses.
(f)MRI data acquisition and processing
Measurements were performed on a Siemens Magnetom Verio 3 T whole-body MR unit equipped with a twelve-channel head coil. Blood oxygen level-dependent fMRI was acquired using a single-shot echoplanar sequence (EPI) using parallel imaging (GRAPPA 
MRI data of N ¼ 38 participants had to be excluded due to corrupted T1-weighted images (movement or anatomical abnormalities; data was visually inspected by three raters). Preprocessing and first-level analysis as well as the construction of a population-based anatomical probabilistic atlas (see Data S1 in Appendix D) have been described before (Egli et al., 2018; Heck et al., 2017) , and detailed information can be found in the supplementary material Appendix A. fMRI preprocessing and first-level analyses was done with SPM 8 (Statistical Parametric Mapping, Wellcome Trust Center for Neuroimaging; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) implemented in MATLAB R2011b (MathWorks) using a standard fMRI pipeline.
For each subject, we separately estimated the brain activation while processing negative or neutral pictures and calculated the difference between the negative and the neutral picture parameter estimates for each voxel (first-level negative-neutral contrast). For the encoding task this contrast was based on all negative and neutral pictures, while, for the recognition task, only the previously seen negative and neutral pictures were considered.
fMRI second-level analyses
All further analyses were conducted using the statistical software R (3.4.2; RRID:SCR_001905). The negative-neutral contrast parameters from the first-level analyses were included in the second-level group analyses. Of the total sample of N ¼ 1'525 subjects, we considered only subjects with complete fMRI data (encoding: N ¼ 1'418, recognition: N ¼ 1'424) and behavioral data (arousal ratings: N ¼ 1'457, memory performance: N ¼ 1'456). In addition, we removed subjects that had a high number of missing voxels (more than 4 SD above average; encoding: N ¼ 7, recognition: N ¼ 10). In the end, N ¼ 1'385 subjects entered the analysis.
fMRI data was coregistered to the anatomical images (T1-EPI coregistration) and to a study-specific group template (anatomical atlas; see Appendix A section 4.1). This template comprised a total of N ¼ 71'222 anatomically labeled voxels. Excluding voxels that had any missing value (encoding: N ¼ 15'399 voxels, recognition: N ¼ 15'236 voxels) resulted in a total of N ¼ 55'199 voxels used in our analyses. Importantly, EPI distortion-prone areas limit the accuracy of T1-EPI coregistration. Despite the improved accuracy of normalization through the use of DARTEL (Ashburner, 2007; Klein et al., 2009) , those regions will consequently remain affected by signal drop-outs in some subjects. Multi-voxel pattern analysis (MVPA) on group-level requires that voxels have full information for all subjects, which is especially critical with large sample sizes. We optimized our preprocessing workflow (see Appendix A section 4.2) to achieve a nearly complete voxel x subject matrix even with the large sample size. Missing information mainly comprised the lower parts of the cerebellum and the apex of the temporal lobe (see Fig. S1 in the Inline Supplementary).
Multi-voxel pattern analysis (MVPA) based on LASSO regression
We split the full sample of N ¼ 1'385 subjects into three independent subsamples (training, validation and test sample) to avoid overfitting (Chicco, 2017; Skocik et al., 2016) . For the main analyses, subjects were ordered chronologically according to their date of testing.
MVPA based on LASSO (least absolute shrinkage and selection operator) regression (Tang et al., 2014; Tibshirani, 1996) was performed with the R package "glmnet" (Friedman et al., 2010) . The whole-brain fMRI data from the encoding task constituted the predictors and the behavioral measures (differences in arousal ratings and memory performances) served as outcome variables. The training sample (the first 50% of all subjects, N ¼ 693 subjects) was used to estimate 1'000 models based on different lambda values. We used the sequence of lambda values as provided by the algorithm implemented in "glmnet" (Friedman et al., 2010) : lambda.max ¼ 0.36, which resulted in zero-weights for all voxels (lambda.max is data-and sample-size dependent); lambda.min ¼ 0.0036, which is lambda.max multiplied by 0.01 (default value in glmnet when the number of subjects is less than the number of voxels). The obtained lambda sequence resulted in a varying number of voxels included in each model. In general, lambda is a tuning parameter and used to shrink the beta coefficients in a regression model (penalization). If lambda is large enough, certain weights in the model will be set to zero which results in less variables being included in the final model. Hence, LASSO regression simultaneously performs feature selection and model estimation (Tang et al., 2014; Tibshirani, 1996) .
The remaining N ¼ 692 subjects were split into a validation sample (75%, N ¼ 519 subjects) for model selection and a test sample (25%, N ¼ 173) for estimating the final model fit. A sample size of N ¼ 173 subjects was sufficient to show a medium effect (r > 0.3) with a power of 99%. To assess model accuracy, we compared the behavioral outcome predicted from the fMRI data with the observed behavior using Pearson's correlation; statistical test for significance was done with a t-test (p-value threshold < .05). The beta weights that were derived from the LASSO model using the fMRI encoding data, were subsequently also applied to the fMRI data of the recognition task, separately for the training, validation and test sample.
Correction for potential confounding variables (sex, age, change of gradient coil, change of scanner software) was done depending on the task and subsample. For the encoding task, the effects of confounders were regressed out separately in the training sample (fMRI data: sex, age, change of gradient coils and change in scanner software; behavioral data: sex and age) and the validation sample (fMRI and behavioral data: sex and age). The scaled residuals were then used for the model estimation (training) and selection (validation). We treated the training and validation sample independently to achieve an unbiased model selection process. The model coefficients for sex, age and for the scaling obtained from the training sample were finally applied to the data of the test sample to achieve independency on subject level in the test sample. For the recognition task, we did not estimate a new LASSO regression model but applied the beta weights obtained from the encoding task. Therefore, we estimated the confounding effects in the training sample only (fMRI data: sex, age, change of gradient coils and change in scanner software; behavioral data: sex and age) and applied the coefficients for sex and age and for the scaling to both, the validation and test sample. This allowed us to achieve independency on subject level for both subsamples and hence to use both as valid test samples in the recognition task.
To assess the robustness of the results with regard to the original sample split, we ran the MVPA analysis based on LASSO regression 1'000 times, each time using another sample split for the three subsamples (random sampling). For each run, we extracted the prediction performance of the LASSO model with the best fit and the voxels included in the respective model. To determine if a voxel was selected more often than would be expected by chance across these 1'000 LASSO models, we additionally performed a permutation procedure. We permuted the original behavioral data and ran the MVPA another 1'000 times. Based on this permuted data, we derived an empirical null distribution (N max ¼ 40, see Inline Supplementary Fig. S6 ). Voxels that were selected N > 40 times across the 1'000 random sampling runs were considered above chance (empirical p min ¼ 1.8 Â 10 À5 , based on 55'199 random data points).
Multiple linear regression analysis of fMRI activation with behavior
We applied multiple linear regression models to re-estimate the association between the behavioral outcome as dependent variable and multiple voxels as independent variables. The selected voxels were derived from the LASSO regression model identified in the MVPA. To enhance power, we performed this analysis in the total sample but also report the results obtained when using the three subsamples. For the fMRI data, we regressed out the effects of potential confounding variables (sex, age, change of gradient coils and change in scanner software), and used the scaled residuals for the analyses. For the behavioral data, we regressed out the effects of sex, age and room in which the unannounced free-recall of the pictures took place and used the scaled residuals for the analyses. We applied this procedure either to the data of total sample orfor the analysis of subsamples -separately to the data of each subsample.
For these multiple linear regression models, we report the overall variance explained (r 2 ) as well as the adjusted r 2 that takes into account the number of independent variables included in the model. Statistical test for significance was done with an F-test (p-value threshold < .05).
Voxel-wise association of fMRI activation with behavior
This analysis was performed using the total sample. We applied Pearson's correlations to associate the activation of each voxel with the behavioral outcome. For the fMRI data, we regressed out the effects of potential confounding variables (sex, age, change of gradient coils and change in scanner software), and used the scaled residuals for the analyses. For the behavioral data, we regressed out the effects of sex, age and room in which the unannounced free-recall of the pictures took place and used the scaled residuals for the analyses. Statistical test for significance was done with t-tests. We report FDR-corrected p-values (p FDR < .05).
Brain-wide comparison of voxel signals between tasks
We determined the similarity between brain networks by applying Pearson's correlation across whole-brain t-values maps taken from the voxel-wise association analysis (see section 2.8). To determine if the similarity between networks was above chance, we derived an empirical null distribution by performing 1'000'000 random permutation of the data (empirical p min ¼ 1 Â 10 À6 ).
Anatomical labeling of functional brain networks and voxels
To anatomically describe functional brain networks, we extracted for each voxel the anatomical brain region with the highest probability, provided this probability was higher than 25% (see supplementary material Appendix A section 4.1 for the brain atlas used). For each brain region, we summarized the percentage of voxels that belonged to the functional network (coverage), separately for task-positive and tasknegative functional networks and for the left and right hemisphere. Only brain regions with a coverage of 3% or higher are displayed in the tables that describe functional brain networks.
For single voxels, we report the anatomical brain region with the highest probability. In case the region with the highest probability was cortical white matter, we report the anatomical region with the 2nd highest probability (marked with a * in the respective tables).
Results
During the picture-encoding task, participants saw negative, positive and neutral pictures while rating them with respect to their valence and arousal qualities. We used this task to estimate the difference in brain activity when encoding emotionally arousing negative stimuli in comparison to neutral stimuli. In the following picture-recognition task, participants were again presented with the previously seen pictures in addition to a set of new pictures. Participants had to judge whether they had seen the respective picture during the prior encoding task. We analyzed the subjects' brain activation while they processed the previously seen pictures by comparing brain activity when looking at negative and neutral stimuli. As behavioral outcome, we used the difference in arousal ratings for negative in comparison to neutral pictures and the difference in recognition memory performances for previously seen negative in comparison to neutral pictures.
Behavioral data
On a behavioral level, negative pictures were on average rated as more arousing than neutral pictures (t (1'384) ¼ 118.91, p < 1 Â 10 À16 ; see Table 1 and Inline Supplementary Fig. S2 ) and were also more often remembered than neutral pictures (t (1'384) ¼ 15.73, p < 1 Â 10
À16
; see Table 1 and Inline Supplementary Fig. S3 ). There was a significant sex effect especially for the difference in arousal ratings (arousal ratings:
; memory performance: t (1'380) ¼ -2.38, p ¼ .02) and a significant age effect for the difference in memory performances (arousal ratings: t (1'380) ¼ -1.26, p ¼ .21; memory performances: t (1'380) ¼ -2.74, p ¼ .006). Therefore, we corrected for sex and age in all subsequent analyses. The difference in arousal ratings for negative compared to neutral pictures was positively associated with the difference in recognition memory performances for negative compared to neutral pictures (t (1'383) ¼ 3.04, p ¼ .0024, r ¼ 0.082).
Predicting behavior from fMRI activation during encoding
Based on a multi-voxel pattern analysis we investigated if interindividual differences in the subjects' behavior (difference in arousal ratings, difference in memory performances) can be predicted from fMRI activation. Model building was entirely done using the fMRI data from the encoding task. For the model selection process and for estimating the final model fit, we split our total sample of N ¼ 1'385 subjects into three independent subsamples (training, validation and test sample) of varying sample sizes (see Inline Supplementary Fig. S4 ). For the model building we used LASSO (least absolute shrinkage and selection operator) penalized regression, which simultaneously allows feature selection and model estimation (Tang et al., 2014; Tibshirani, 1996) .
The training sample (50% of all subjects, N ¼ 693) was used to estimate 1'000 concurrent models for each behavioral outcome, predicting either the difference in arousal ratings or the difference in memory performances from the fMRI data of the encoding task. The 1'000 LASSO models differed in the number of included voxels (difference in arousal ratings: 1-724; difference in memory performances: 1-751; due to the lambda sequence used, see section 2.6), and the weights per voxel. Based on the data from the validation sample (75% of the second half of all subjects, N ¼ 519), we selected the two models that revealed the highest accuracy in predicting the respective behavior (difference in arousal ratings: r max ¼ 0.52; r min ¼ 0.34; r mean ¼ 0.47; difference in memory performances: r max ¼ 0.19; r min ¼ 0.07; r mean ¼ 0.14; see Inline Supplementary Fig. S5 ). In the test sample (25% of the second half of all subjects, N ¼ 173) the difference in arousal ratings could be predicted with an accuracy of r ¼ 0.51 (p ¼ 7.96 Â 10 À13 ; see Fig. 1A ). This final arousalrelated model comprised N ¼ 33 voxels (see Fig. 1C , Table 2 and Data S2 in Appendix D). The final memory-related model failed to predict the difference in memory performances from the fMRI encoding data in the test sample (r ¼ 0.063, p ¼ .41; see Fig. 1B ). These results indicate that the fMRI activation at encoding mainly explains differences in the perceived arousal, and can be used to differentiate subjects based on how responsive they are to negative emotional material. Predicting the individual difference in memory performances was not successful using the fMRI data of the preceding encoding task. We therefore tested for a mere association between the brain activation at encoding and the later difference in memory performances by applying multiple linear regression. To increase power, we used the total sample (N ¼ 1'385 subjects) for this analysis. When taking into account the N ¼ 33 voxels from the LASSO regression model that were related to arousal, and re-estimating a multiple linear regression model with the difference in memory performances as dependent variable, we found a significant association between the activity of these voxels during encoding and the difference in memory performances in the total sample (N ¼ 
Predicting behavior from fMRI activation during recognition
It is known that regions that are active when perceiving emotional material will also become active when re-processing the same material (Fenker et al., 2005; Nyberg et al., 2000; Smith et al., 2004; Wheeler et al., 2000) . We were interested in the consistency of this re-activation at Table 1 Means and standard deviations for arousal ratings and memory performances for the negative and the neutral pictures, respectively, as well as for the differences between negative and neutral pictures; the last column shows the effect sizes (Cohen's d paired ) for the increase in arousal rating and memory performance for negative in comparison to neutral pictures. the voxel level and its relevance for the behavioral outcome. Therefore, we applied the weights from the LASSO regression model derived from the encoding task, which we initially used to successfully predict the difference in arousal ratings from the fMRI encoding data, to the fMRI data of the recognition task. In doing so, we retrieved a predicted behavioral outcome that was based on the fMRI activation of the recognition task, but utilized the topographical information and weights from the encoding task. When comparing this predicted outcome with the observed behavior, we found high correlations with the difference in recognition memory performances for negative and neutral pictures, consistent in all three independent subsamples (r training ¼ 0.48, r validation ¼ 0.50 and r test ¼ 0.47, p < 8 Â 10 À11 ; Fig. 2A-C ), but not with the difference in arousal ratings (r training ¼ 0.02, r validation ¼ 0.02 and r test ¼ 0.03, p > .61). These results indicate that in this network of N ¼ 33 voxels, the fMRI activation at recognition mainly explains if a subject remembers more negative pictures compared to neutral pictures.
Cross-validation of the MVPA approach
We tested the robustness of our prediction accuracy by using crossvalidation. MVPA was performed 1'000 times based on random sampling of the training, validation and test sample. We achieved stable results when predicting the difference in arousal ratings from the fMRI encoding data in the test sample (average r test ¼ 0.53; see Fig. 3 ) as well as when predicting the difference in memory performances from the fMRI recognition data using the LASSO beta weights from the encoding task (average r training ¼ 0.47, r validation ¼ 0.46 and r test ¼ 0.46; see Fig. 3 ). The average number of voxels selected in a model was N ¼ 114 voxels Table S1 in Appendix B) across the 1'000 random sampling runs. These voxels were considered as stable voxels in the cross-validation MVPA. Of the 33 voxels identified in our original MVPA, N ¼ 22 voxels (67%) were amongst these stable voxels (see Table S1 in Appendix B).
Comparison of brain networks between encoding and recognition
In addition to the MVPA, we used a voxel-wise approach to compare the similarity between arousal-related and memory-related networks on a whole-brain level. In this analysis, we separately estimated brain activations associated with the differences in arousal ratings or memory performances (voxel-wise association analysis in the total sample). For both tasks, we identified broad functional networks that were related to the differences in the respective behavior (encoding -difference in arousal ratings: N ¼ 18'397 voxels; recognition -difference in memory performances: N ¼ 11'191 voxels; see Inline Supplementary Fig. S7 and Fig. S8 , Table S1 in Appendix B and Data S3 and S4 in Appendix D). Both networks showed a considerable similarity (r ¼ 0.46, p permuted < 1 Â 10
À6
). Accordingly, we found a substantial overlap of voxels that were either consistently positively associated (N ¼ 4'788; FDR-corrected in both tasks; see Table S2 in Appendix C and Data S6 in Appendix D). Within these overlapping regions, especially the activation for the positively associated voxels was highly similar Fig. 1 . Multi-voxel pattern analysis based on the fMRI data from the encoding task. Scatterplots depict the correlations between the predicted (y-axis) and the observed (x-axis) difference in arousal ratings (A) and differences in memory performances (B) in the test sample (N ¼ 173 subjects). (C) Network of N ¼ 33 voxels that could be used to predict difference in arousal ratings from the fMRI data of the encoding task (see also Data S2 in Appendix D).
between tasks (positive direction: r ¼ 0.76, p permuted < 1 Â 10 À6 ; negative direction: r ¼ 0.27, p permuted < 1 Â 10 À6 ), suggesting that in those voxels the strength of association with the differences in arousal ratings at encoding was very similar to the strength of association with differences in memory performances at recognition. These results are in concordance with those of the MVPA, in which we could use topographically identical voxels and their weights from the encoding task, reflecting the strength of perceived arousal, to predict emotional memory performance from brain activation during recognition.
The overlapping regions of positive associations were predominately left lateralized and comprised occipital areas (lingual gyrus, cuneus, pericalcarine cortex), the superior and inferior parietal sulcus, fusiform gyrus, amygdala, superior frontal cortex and frontal pole, but also bilaterally the precuneus, parahippocampal gyrus and hippocampus, medial orbitofrontal cortex, posterior cingulate cortex and isthmus of the cingulate gyrus (see Fig. 5 and Table 3 ).
Discussion
In this study, we investigated the activation patterns of brain regions engaged in the encoding and the retrieval of emotionally arousing negative in comparison to neutral material in healthy individuals. Based Table 2 Multi-voxel pattern analysis. Reported are the N ¼ 33 voxel included in the final model to predict differences in behavioral outcome. Hem: Hemisphere; MNI_X/Y/Z: voxel coordinate of center of respective region in MNI52 space; Beta: beta-weights from the LASSO regression model with best fit. * Brain region with second highest probability (if region with highest probability was white matter). Fig. 2 . Scatterplots depicting the observed difference in memory performances of negative and neutral pictures on the x-axis and a predicted behavioral outcome resembling this behavior on the y-axis. The predicted behavioral outcome was based on the fMRI recognition data and the beta weights derived from the encoding task predicting the difference in the arousal ratings. Results are shown separately for (A) the training, (B) the validation and (C) the test sample.
on a multi-voxel pattern analysis we identified a network comprising 33 voxels that was associated with the difference in arousal ratings during the encoding of negative compared to neutral pictures. The activation of the identical network during a subsequent recognition task was also associated with the difference in recognition memory performance. Based on this network we predicted a person's individual strength of perceived arousal and emotional memory performance with a high accuracy (r > 0.48) when utilizing the fMRI data of the corresponding task. Importantly, for predicting the behavioral outcome, model building and estimation of model fit within and between tasks were done based on independent subsamples, providing unbiased estimates for the model accuracy.
Studies have previously reported that brain regions activated during the encoding of information can get re-activated if the emotional context at retrieval matched the context during the initial perception (Fenker et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2004) . Our study reveals an involvement of identical brain regions in emotional memory processing during encoding and retrieval. Moreover, it suggests a functional differentiation of the activation in these brain regions over time with respect to the behavioral outcome: during encoding, most of the voxels' activity was associated with the strength of arousal ratings, whereas during recognition, the voxel activation was associated with memory performance for the emotional material. We additionally detected a significant association between the fMRI activation at encoding and the later memory performance in the total sample for the network of 33 voxel, underlining the relevance of this network for emotional memory-related processes. Importantly, these results were obtained based on data from healthy individuals processing non-traumatic stimuli. We can speculate that in the case of traumatic events, the association between the fMRI activation at encoding and the later memory performance becomes stronger.
The obtained network of 33 voxels was mainly left lateralized and comprised the superior and inferior parietal lobe, precuneus, middle temporal gyrus, amygdala as well as the rostral middle frontal and superior frontal gyrus. Furthermore, there was a dense cluster of voxels located in the lingual gyrus and the cuneus of the occipital lobe. Activations in occipital areas during the processing of negative emotional stimuli have been reported in healthy subjects as well as in patients with PTSD (Kark and Kensinger, 2015; Mickley Steinmetz and Kensinger, 2009; Smith et al., 2004; Zhu et al., 2014) and play an important role in the successful encoding and retrieval of information (Chen et al., 2017; Ritchey et al., 2012) .
We also compared broader network information between the encoding and the recognition task, derived from voxel-wise analyses. Throughout the brain, we found extensive overlap of brain regions that were positively associated with the difference in arousal ratings during encoding and with the difference in memory performances during recognition. In addition to occipital and parietal regions, there was an overlap in activation in the left medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), including the rostral anterior cingulate cortex (rACC) as well as in the bilateral hippocampus and the left amygdala, regions that are typically involved in processing emotional content (Dolcos et al., 2004; Murty et al., 2010) and which are supposed to be dysfunctional in PTSD (Duval et al., 2015; Hughes and Shin, 2011; Rauch et al., 2006) .
To summarize, we analyzed two memory-related processes in healthy individuals, the perception and the later recollection of negative material in comparison to neutral material. We showed that an identical brain network is related to the difference in arousal ratings at encoding and difference in memory performance during recognition. We also found a weak association between the brain activation during encoding and the later difference memory performances when focusing on this network.
Conclusion
Our results suggest that in healthy subjects a person's individual strength of perception and recollection of emotional material can be predicted from an identical network of brain regions. Therefore, we can speculate that a dysfunctional activation of these regions, either in form of hypo-or hyperactivation, could result in disrupted emotional memory processes affecting both, the encoding and the retrieval of emotional information. Investigating the properties of this network in individuals with impaired emotional memory processing could further contribute to a better understanding of emotional memory-related disorders such as PTSD or depression.
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